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It was during the bear market of 2007 and 2008 I started to look at
other ways to make money in the stock market. Whilst I always said there
was nothing wrong with sitting in cash during bear markets I did realize
there are profits out there during bear markets. So rather than sit in cash
for six months plus I decided to start looking.

I have never been a great supporter of shorting stocks. Yes there are
profits from doing this and I have done it. But I generally find it very
difficult shorting stocks. The counter rallies always seemed to stop me
out.

I looked at day trading. Another way of making profits in a bear market
but it’s work. And sometimes the pay off isn’t that great. Yes, it’s
something I will delve further into but this isn’t about day trading.

I started looking at stocks that were still making good moves during this
market cycle. What I noticed was they tended to be low floated stocks
(not many shares outstanding) low priced and the moves whilst
spectacular, did not last long. Understand this you cannot go for the BIG
MOVES and the BIG money (ie what my Momentum Stock Trading
System is all about http://www.stressfreetrading.com/index2.shtml) when
the overall market trend is down.

Why were the lower priced, small float stocks making these “spike
moves”? Probably pump and dump stocks. I am not condoning this
practice at all. But you can exploit it and ride on the coat-tails for profits.
BUT do not overstay your welcome. Most people tend to start believing
the “story” or the hype about these stocks. Don’t do it. Get in and out
with your quick profits and move on.

Here are the kind of stocks I am trading. I’ll show you the charts then I’ll
show you the method to find and trade them.
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Enlarge the charts and see what the method is all about. Do not worry about the rules
yet I will go into this. It’s all about volume and price. They are specific rules. The
entry and exits are much more flexible.

OK so first off I told you that to scan for these stocks daily you have to subscribe to a
stock screener for $7 per month. It’s the best stock screener I have come across. But
again do not go overboard on screening. It’s all about price and volume at the end of
the day.
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The site is at: Stockfetcher at www.stockfetcher.com

Sign up and use this scan:

show stocks where close gained more
than 15 percent over the last 2 days
and price is between 2 and 10
and volume (2) is greater than 300000

Yes that’s it. But you have to visually eye ball the stocks. I could have created a
volume filter as well but I like to visually eye ball the charts instead. It takes about 10
seconds per stock. You look for this rule. It’s either a stock you are going to chart and
follow further or you are going to ignore it. NO OPINIONS or ANYTHING
NEEDED.

You get from 0 to 20 stocks per day on this scan. No problem. Once you “eye ball”
the 3 month chart you get right down to eliminating about 90% of them. Once you
chart them you eliminate about another 90% of stocks so you are left with about 2-6
per month. NOW, I have only traded this method is bear market. It will probably
throw out many more candidates during a bull market. Shock horror. At least you
know all the stock have passed a rigorous filtering process. That’s a nice bridge to
cross when you come to it.

On this list of stocks you can see the charts on the right hand side. Click on the 3
month chart and you are looking for one thing. Actually two but lets’ look at the
important one first. Volume. There are two rules to volume but I am going to break it
down one step at a time.

What you are looking for is this:

On either of the up days is the volume the highest there is no the chart. I.e is the up
volume of the past 2 days the highest volume in the past 3 months. OK?

Here’s an example from the 15th April 2008:

I ran the scan and it showed up 12 stocks. I ran down the right hand side of the
stocks to look at the 3 month charts. I am looking for either of the past 2 up days to be
the highest volume on that chart.

EG:
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The above stock fails the 3 month high volume test.

One Other Rule About The Volume:

THERE MUST BE A STEP UP IN VOLUME.
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See the chart above. (by the way the stock above is perfect and passes the test on
both accounts and I would now chart it)

Look at both up days. The volume on the second day is higher than the volume on
the first day. This is an important rule. There’s a step up in buying interest NOT a
DECREASE in buying interest. So, whilst the 3 month high in volume can come on
either of the 2 up days there must be an increase and not a decrease in volume. You
can probably get away with the volume being equal. BUT NOT LESS.

After you see the 3 month high in volume the next rule is to scratch any stocks
where there is a decrease on the second days volume.

One example:

The 2Volume rules in order for the stock to pass the INITIAL tests are:

1 Volume must be at a 3 month high
There must be a step up in volume on the second day.

If the stock passes (about 10% of the stocks on the list on average do so) then I am
interested in this stock and will chart it.

Ok I just need to add a couple of points here about the price. IF the stock only has
one up day then ignore it. Some stocks go up 20% in one day then fall 4% the next
still passing on the filter. I only want stocks that close UP on 2 successive days by
15%.
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Be very careful on gaps. It’s not a rule I can give you but I do tend to scratch stocks
that gap up too much. What is too much? Good question. This is where your
judgement will have to come in. I tend to ignore stocks that gap up higher than 15%
from their last high. Most of the times you can “eye ball a chart” and straight away the
gap up hits you in the face. These moves are more than likely over. Do not worry too
much about this rule. They will not pass the charting criteria anyway.

The volume rules are a bit tricky to describe but once you get into it you will be
doing this in minutes.

The Stocks That Pass The Test You Now Want
To Chart And Watch.

At the end of each day look at these charts.

* IF they go up, close higher that’s fine as long as there is an increase in volume. So
if you are following a stock and it goes up more but on decreasing volume DELETE
it.

* If it corrects. And by this I mean either closes lower, it closes lower than it opens or
makes a lower high THE VOLUME MUST NOT EXCEED THE “ day high
VOLUME. You do not want to see a correction on higher volume. If you see this
DELETE THE STOCK.

Corrections:

Close lower than open:
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Lower High Correction

Once you have the correction and right volume you now have to watch again.

ALLOW THE STOCK A MAXIMUM of 3 days to give you buy signal. If you do
not get a buy signal in three days from the correction delete it and move on. What I
found is you do not want these stocks to go into “bases.” The successful trades are the
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ones that correct one or two days then beak out again fast. If it’s a “pump and ump
stock” or some “story stock” you want a quick sell off followed by another “spurt”
upwards. If it goes into a base it is not acting right.

See the correction. Watch the volume in this correction does not exceed the volume
on the leg up (ie the 3 month high) and then give it a maximum of 3 days to give you
a buy signal.

With this method you will be deleting a lot of these stocks every day. Like I said it is
very selective. Do not go looking for trades. Let them come to you. They either pass
the rules and you trade them or they do not pass and you move on.

Trading These Stocks:

Place your buy stop G.T.C. with your broker and leave it there until it is
either filled or you are in the trade. Remembering the volume and three
day rules. You will not have orders in for dozens of stocks at a time. It
only trades about 2-6 times per month.

Give the stock a bit of room. 12% to 15% stops are fine with low priced
stocks. I like to leave it until the end of the day and place my stop 12%
below the high. Sometimes this has resulted in some bigger losses but on
the whole it has kept me in the trades nicely. Keep in mind do not risk
more than about 4% of you total portfolio on any one trade.

As for exits I find the very best and easiest one for this style of trading is
to simply trail the stop 12% from the high at then end of each day.
Sometime I give back a fairly big % of the profits when the stock reverses
intra day. Most of the time not.

This is END of day TRADING. I love looking at my charts at the
beginning of the day and seeing my little penny stocks up another 20c,
30C, 40c + (occasionally more). Trade small and keep to the rules. This is
not a complete system but a method you can have some flexibility with. I
wouldn’t mess around with the volume and price rules. I am talking more
about initial stops and exits.

That’s about it.

* Scan stocks using my scan in Stockfetcher every day
·  Eyeball the charts on a 3 month chart.
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·  Apply the 2 volume rules. 1) 3 month high volume. 2) Step up in
volume on those 2 up days

·  Chart the stocks and watch it daily. If prices go up but volume falls
off delete it.

·  When you get an entry point again watch the volume. If it exceeds
the 3 month high delete it.

·  When you get an entry point give it a maximum of 3 days to trigger
your buy signal. No buy after 3 days delete it and move on.

·  Apply a 12% trailing high stop loss and see what it gives you. Most
trades last 2 –6 days.

THIS IS NOT TREND FOLLOWING. Make your quick 10-50%
profits and get out. Some stocks will give you a couple of entries. MOST
COLLAPSE. Do not go looking for reasons to stay in. The reason most of
these stocks go up is because people (traders) fall for the “hype”. That’s
fine but do not be the “bag holder” at the end.
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CONCLUSION:
I hope the method is described well enough? If not, if there are points you need
clarifying drop me an email:

markcrisp07@btinternet.com

And I’ll put together a F.A.Q. page addressing those points that need further
details/explanation.

Give me week or two and I’ll put up some videos as well on the web site showing the
various points.

But at the end of the day it’s about making money here. Not about seeing my nice
charts, or watching video. Start applying it and start making some profits. I’d love to
hear about the success you have with it. So please drop me an email telling me about
your trades. Unsuccessful ones as well.

Tell me what you think of my book. What was done well and what should have been
done better. I can make amendments. And welcome constructive criticism.

I’ll get a couple of videos made up and a F.A.Q. page so be sure to look out for
updates.

Thank you

Mark Crisp
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